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Sculpture created from fruits and vegetables will challenge you, and amaze your guests. Simple

techniques and tools make it possible to create absolutely stunning centrepieces that will be the talk

of the party. Butterflies and rosebuds from colourful beets, carrots, and radishes are easily crafted.

Elaborate melon lanterns and flower filled vases are crafted step-by-step in pictures, making it easy

for you to follow the directions. Twenty-five splendid projects promise to delight dinner guests, and

gratify their maker. An inexpensive hobby, food sculpture becomes a priceless addition to any table

setting. This book will show you how to create imaginative centrepieces like a professional.
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Sculpture created from fruit and vegetables sounds too challenging for most home cooks; but not if

you have a copy of EDIBLE ART: TRICKS & TOOLS FOR MASTER CENTERPIECES FORM

CARVED VEGETABLES. Here are all the hints needed - given in a series of step-by-step color

photos with pairs a large-sized photo of the finished product with smaller 1-4 step photos

accompanied by text. The approach makes it a snap to produce works of art with a minimum of

tools and no knowledge, making it a top pick for culinary libraries at all levels. EDIBLE ART is

especially recommended for the cookbook collections of dedicated gourmets!Diane C.

DonovanCalifornia Bookwatch

I really enjoyed this carving book. Author is very thoughful in step-by-step instructions. Easy to

follow. Great information for the hungry creative minds.



This book is excellent. Many illustrations, perfect explains for BASI Beginners as well as

experienced carvers. Thumbs up!

Beautiful pictures! Easy to follow step-by-step instructions. Results are only limited by the skill of the

carver, which will hopefully improve with practice!

My daughter who is a chef searched high and low for this book. I found it on  and surprised her with

it for Christmas. She was flabbergasted. Since han she has displayed outstanding work in her job

with creations from the book. An indescribable investment. Worth it.

My mom really loved this, she's been trying out stuff whenever she can! She's excited to try new

designs, and then eat them. (As are the rest of my family).

We have lots of company & I have used this several times to make edible fun pieces that are

healthy.

I just received this book and browsed it...haven't used it yet, butall the designs come with complete

instructions. I look forward to using it.
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